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Presentation Objectives

• Review how CREAM and CLEM fit in to the Choice Ready Framework.

• Provide a brief background of  CLEM and CREAM and their role.

• Provide tips to bring success in your CREAM program.

• Explain how to enroll your students in the programs. 

• Explain how CREAM and CLEM function in a distance, hybrid or in person learning model.



Choice Ready

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we can get into CREAM, we need to understand the bigger picture, which is Choice Ready. Choice Ready makes up 



Student Growth Model
• Under ESSA, North Dakota will have a growth model at both 

the elementary and high school levels
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______ Thanks to consistent state assessments from grades 4-8, a growth metric is easy in elementary and middle schools (all within the elementary chart here. But a lack of consistent state assessment testing in grades 9-12 required a different metric for high schools. Hence, building Choice Ready. 
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Presentation Notes
This chart shows the different components to determine Choice Ready. You will see a key component within Choice Ready is CREAM/CLEM.The academic components for Post-Secondary Ready and Workforce Ready utilize high stakes testing – something we know a significant number of our students do not meet the required metrics (approximately 40%). To allow for an alternative, CREAM and CLEM were utilized. 



What are CREAM and CLEM?

• Both programs are part of  the two-pronged Leveraging the Senior Year state 
funding.  They are remediation programs providing identified students the 
opportunity to develop knowledge and skills to prepare for college through 
Pearson’s My Foundations  Lab.

• The goal  is for high school students to complete remediation, resulting in 
quicker college graduation and fewer accrued costs.



Will NDUS 
accept 

CREAM or 
CLEM?

• NDUS Academic Affairs has adopted a policy 
to accept successful completion* of  Pearson 
My Learning Lab (in CREAM or CLEM) for 
course placement (Policy 402.1.2 Student 
Placement into College Courses).

• Successful completion is defined by a 70% or 
higher for English and math.  The universities 
look for the CREAM/CLEM scores in the 
assessment section of  the transcript.



What are the state supports for these 
programs?

• Access codes for the programs for each student ($105.50) which allow access 
to both English and Math

• Training and support for CREAM facilitator  (through Harmony)

• Access to Pearson My Learning Lab support, training, and technical support

• Potential teacher stipend for CREAM, if  implement above and beyond the 
teacher contract (with appropriate documentation)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The state provides the student access codes for the programs ($105.50 each) (both)Training  and support for the CREAM facilitator through HarmonyAccess to Pearson My Learning Lab support, training, and technical support.Potential teacher stipend if implement above and beyond the teacher contract.



Which program is best for my school and my 
students?

CLEM
• CLEM is facilitated through the 

Center for Distance Education.
• Option usually used when schools 

have three or fewer students 
needing the intervention.

• Contact is Tonya Greywind.

CREAM
• CREAM is operated in the school 

by a school facilitator.
• Option usually used when schools 

have three or more students 
needing the intervention.

• Contact is Harmony Richman.
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Presentation Notes
Both programs use the Pearson My Learning Foundations Lab.  CLEM is the program that is facilitated through the Center for Distance Education.  This option is available for schools who have three or fewer students who may need intervention.  Tonya Greywind is the contact person for that program.  CREAM is the program that would operate within the school.  This option is available for schools with three or more students who need the intervention.  Harmony Richman is the contact for this program. How can these programs help my students?The programs provide intervention for college bound high school students who are struggling in ELA and Math.  These students would need to take remediation course in college before they would be allowed to take college level English and Math.  The students have to pay tuition for the courses, however, the course has no credit associated with it.  Achieving a 70% on CREAM or CLEM would allow the students to take the college level courses which saves them money in the long run.  If your interim assessments had identified students who are struggling, the content of the course would help review the missing skills to help “fill the gaps” to help them make gains.   



Who should be enrolled in 
CREAM/CLEM?

• College bound seniors who have not met the ACT benchmarks set for 
college level English and Math courses.

• English  18 Math  21

• Seniors who have historically struggled in English and Math with the plan to 
attend college.  These students could be identified by district interim 
assessments (i.e. STARS, NWEA) or previous records of  performance.  

• Seniors who have lost ground due to lack of  engagement with distance 
learning who plan to attend college.
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Presentation Notes
Candidates for these programs are college bound high school seniors.  These students would not have met the ACT benchmarks set to move into college level English and Math courses.   In Math the benchmark is an ACT score of 21 and in English the benchmark is an ACT score of 18.  Other candidates for the program are those senior students who have historically struggled in English or Math ad plan to attend college.  The school district interim assessments (i.e. STARS, NWEA) would help identify those individuals.



How does my school get started with 
CREAM/CLEM?

• CLEM Contact Tonya Greywind and the Center for 
Distance Education to discuss the enrollment 
process and fees.

• CREAM Contact Harmony Richman to get the form to start the 
process.  She will provide the training materials for the 
students and teachers of  the program.  
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Presentation Notes
Harmony/Tonya



How does 
the 

program 
operate?

Diagnostic pre-test

Assigns students modules based on 
items they still need to master

Within each module, students may work 
in any order, but must work modules in 
order

Once the assigned modules are 
completed, students take a post-test.



CREAM Facilitator Role

Ensure

Ensure students 
can access the 
program and have 
completed the 
student orientation.

Ensure

Ensure the pre-test 
was taken.

Explain

Explain how 
students may move 
through the 
modules.

Monitor

Monitor students 
to ensure they are 
engaged with the 
program and 
progress through 
the modules.

Answer

Answer student 
questions.



How to 
Give 

Credit for 
CREAM 
or CLEM 
Courses

• It is important to properly code completed course, so 
students receive HS credit

• Reflected on e-transcript (test results directly from Pearson in 
the assessment area)

• College Learning Lab – English 12

• 05078

• College Learning Lab – Math 12

• 11118.
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_____NDDPI has allowed for schools to award credit to students for completing the courses. _____ When students successfully complete the course as reflected by the final exam within the course, the results will be reflected on their e-transcript_____ One full credit can be awarded for completion of each course in English and Math_____ In math. On top of that, these credits count as core gr



What content is covered in the 
CREAM/CLEM program?
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Math Content



English Content



How could CREAM or CLEM be 
used in different learning models?

Distance Learning

Hybrid

In person
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 For distance learning:  It  would be a good idea for the facilitator to touch base with the individual students to make sure they can get into the program.  They should make sure the pretest has been taken and explain how the students may progress through the modules.  Then the facilitator should check in with the students at least once per week to make sure they are engaged with the program, answer questions, and monitor progress.  In a hybrid environment, the face to face days would be best used to make sure students can get into the program and do the pretesting.  The video explaining how the program works could be done on a distance learning day.  The next face to face day could be used to answer questions on the video and start modules.  Face to face time could be used to answer questions and monitor progress.  The students could work on their modules on their distance learning days. Distance learning days may also be a time to provided 1:1 support while checking in with students.  



Recommendations for CREAM

DO
• Offer the course for credit.  
• Have a teacher or facilitator who 

will check up on and encourage 
students.

DON’T
• Expect students in remedial 

coursework to be motivated 
without reason (i.e. credit)

• Rely on students to complete 
program in their own time

• Advise students the can “breeze” 
through the course
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Presentation Notes
Do offer the course for credit.  We have seen the greatest student success with credit-bearing courses as opposed to other implementation models used by schools.Have an adult monitor and encourage the students.  These students are typically not self-motivated.



QUESTIONS??



CREAM/CLEM Contacts

• CREAM CLEM

Harmony Richman Tonya Greywind
(701)845-7198 (701)639-2266

Harmony.Richman@VCSU.edu Tonya.greywind@k12.nd.us

Valley City State University North Dakota Center for Distance 
Valley City, ND Education

Fargo, ND

mailto:Harmony.Richman@VCSU.edu


NDDPI 
Contact

• Davonne Eldredge

• (701) 328-4525

• deldredge@nd.gov

• Bismarck, ND

mailto:deldredge@nd.gov
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